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WELCOME TO UPSHIFT!

You are now a valued member of Upshift. Upshift was built with a focus on integrity, teamwork,
passion, communication, impact, and respect. We strive to uphold these values and provide them
to our partners, team members, and clients on a daily basis. We recognize that, as an ‘Upshifter,’
you are a valuable source of ideas for improving the way we operate and making our workplace
more interesting and attractive. Upshift is firmly committed to open communication within our
organization. We’re always ready to help with any issues you might encounter and ideas and
feedback are always welcomed by our management team.

You aren’t here by accident. Upshift carefully screens those who apply to our company and we
hire only a small percentage that represent the best and brightest. We believe our success is
based on having the best people, teamwork, and technology that works to bring us together. As
an Upshifter, you are the face of our company while working for businesses that use our platform.
We realize that your hard work is what makes us look good and when you succeed, we succeed.
Thank you for being an Upshifter; We’re happy to call you one of our own.

This handbook was created to house and communicate the expectations we hold for all
Upshifters. However, since we operate in an ever changing business world, it cannot anticipate
every circumstance, question, or policy. Please consider this a living document and, as times
change, the need may arise to make changes or add to policies described in this handbook.
Upshift reserves the right to revise, supplement, deviate from or rescind any policy or portion of
the handbook from time to time as it deems appropriate, in its sole and absolute discretion. We
will, of course, make an effort to notify employees of such changes as they occur. As a condition
of employment, you will be required to sign your agreement to adhere to all company policies.
Upon creation of your Upshift account, you will receive a link to the location where our most
up-to-date policy manual is housed. After any changes in policy occur and are reflected in this
document, your continued employment will serve as acknowledgement and agreement to those
policy updates.

Once again, congratulations on joining Upshift!

Sincerely,

The Upshift Team
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SHIFT BASICS

By joining the Upshift team, you have the chance to earn extra cash, learn new skills, and choose the shifts
and times you are interested in working!

SEARCHING AND APPLYING:
Once you are signed into the website or mobile app, you will be able to search for available shifts that are
posted and available in your area. You can use the sort and filter options to fine-tune your search and click
on any shifts that interest you. We encourage you to check the app often as shifts are posted and filled
quickly throughout the day.

The details page will provide you with the description of job duties, hourly pay, time frame, and location for
a particular shift, as well as the knowledge, skill, and uniform requirements necessary.

Once you click ‘apply,’ you will be asked to confirm that you have all the necessary requirements for a shift.
For most shifts, the company manager will view their list of applicants and accept the Upshifters they would
like to work for them. However, shifts marked as “Claim Mode” will automatically accept those who apply
until all positions are filled.

CONFIRMING YOUR SHIFTS:
Whenever a manager accepts you for a shift, you will be electronically notified via SMS, email and push
notification (depending on your notification preferences). After being accepted, you will have six hours to
confirm your availability and intention to work. If the shift begins within 24 hours of being accepted you will
only have 30 minutes to confirm. If you choose to decline or no action is taken within the available time
frame, your shift application will be removed. Accommodations cannot be made if you fail to receive this
notification due to incorrect contact information or blocked communications from Upshift. Upon
confirmation, additional details about the shift will be provided, these may include:

● Client name and location of shift

● Where to park, which door to enter, and who to report to

● Name of Upshift field manager or on-site supervisor

● Other information, pertaining to the shift, may be provided as necessary

Prior to confirming a shift, it is important that you are certain of your availability and understanding of the
expectations of the shift. Your application and agreement to work a shift through our platform serves as
your indication and intention that you will work all hours posted and meet all requirements listed for that
particular opportunity.

IMMIGRATION COMPLIANCE:
Upshift complies with all laws relating to employing legally eligible workers, including citizens, nationals,
and aliens authorized to work in the United States. Specifically, we comply with the Immigration Reform and
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Control Act of 1986 (“IRCA”) and require all employees to properly complete the Employment Eligibility
Verification Form (I-9) as well as e-verification and provide supporting documentation as required by law.
We do not knowingly employ anyone who is not authorized to work in the United States.

DRESS CODE:
Each individual shift requires a specific dress code as reflected in the ‘What to Wear’ section of the Shift
Details page. This requirement is provided to you prior to applying to shifts so you can ensure you have all
the necessary garments and avoid shifts for which you do not. Failure to abide by the dress code stipulated
by the client may result in early release from the shift and disciplinary action up to and including
termination. Beyond the stated clothing requirements, while on Upshift’s or our client’s premises, as well as
during your shift hours, you are expected to maintain respectful, clean, and professional dress. Remember
your appearance is a reflection of our Company.

PUNCTUALITY:
We understand that sometimes life can get in the way of making it to work on time and that things don’t
always go as planned. In an effort to reduce the possibility of being tardy, we ask that you plan to arrive to
your shift 10-15 minutes prior to the scheduled start time. Please be aware that your punch times and how
they relate to the scheduled shift begin and end times are monitored by our system. Excessive tardiness,
frequent tardiness, or apparent time clock manipulation may result in disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.

RECORDING YOUR HOURS:
Reporting the hours worked during a shift is a combined effort between the Upshifter, on-site Upshifter field
manager or client supervisor, and the corresponding account manager. Currently, there are four main ways
to record your hours once you are on site and ready to work:

● Mobile Application: Five minutes before your shift begins, a green clock in button will appear
within your ‘active shifts’ tab under the menu screen. You may clock in up to five minutes
before your shift’s posted start time.

● SMS: Prior to your shift, you will receive a 6 digit code via text. Replying with this unique code
only will time stamp your clock in/out punch. You may clock in up to 5 minutes before your
shift’s posted start time.

● Timetracker Tablet: Some client sites may have a tablet provided by Upshift for you to clock in
on. Please be aware if a Timetracker tablet is present you will be unable to clock in/out via
normal methods.

● Client Time Recording Methods: Some clients may ask that you use their time recording
method which may be electronic or paper. If this happens, please also use the Upshift system
or text us your hours after the fact in case the client fails to submit their records to us.

Failure to follow the guidelines above may result in inaccurate and/or delayed pay. To compensate you
correctly for all time worked, it is vital that you follow guidelines clocking in/out at all times or at the proper
times. You may only clock in 5 minutes prior to a shift. The system will automatically clock you out an hour
after the designated shift end time if it does not receive an input from you. If you ever forget to clock in/out
or are asked to work more than an hour beyond the designated end time, you should text our shift SMS line
or contact your Community Manager so we can ensure you are paid correctly. Please include the date, time
you began and ended work, and what company you worked for.

BREAK PERIODS:
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Upshift abides by state and federal law in regards to the regulation of employee break periods. Employees
are not entitled to break periods during their shift, but they may be granted by the client. In states where
local regulation does not supersede federal law, employees are entitled to compensation during break
periods lasting 20 minutes or less.

The timing, length, and decision whether or not to grant Upshifters break periods during shifts is solely
dependent upon the client and in accord with applicable laws. The client will report any break time taken in
excess of allotted break period(s), and that time will be unpaid.

INCLEMENT CONDITIONS:
Inclement conditions that prevent employees from reporting to work are situations over which Upshift has
no control. These circumstances may include inclement weather, fire, flood, power outage, lack of work,
etc. During inclement conditions some client companies delay, have early dismissal, or closure and some
clients remain open. Employees are expected to report to work unless they have been notified that the
office is closed.

Therefore, the following rules apply:

● Only those employees who report to work during inclement conditions and the company is open will
be paid. The pay will be equal to the actual hours worked. Anyone who does not report to a shift
will not be paid and subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination.

● If the assigned client sends employees home early, they will be paid for the hours worked.

TOBACCO USE:
Some of our client’s properties are designated as non-smoking campuses. When working a shift at one of
these locations, you must refrain from using tobacco products while on-site. If smoking is allowed, it should
only be done in designated areas, during granted break or lunch periods, at least 15 feet from any building
entrances/exits or work areas, and, in the case of weddings or other events, out of view of any guests. You
are expected to adhere to the client’s guidelines regarding acceptable tobacco use.

PERSONAL PROPERTY:
Upshift is not responsible for the loss or damage to any employee’s personal property, either on Upshift
premises or on a client site during a shift. Please be sure to properly store your personal property and
garments that are brought onto Upshift premises and/or client sites.

ISSUED MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:
On occasion, Upshift or its clients will provide materials and equipment deemed necessary for the
performance of your job and/or specific shift. These items are usually required to be returned at the end of
your work shift. Upshifters are accountable for materials and equipment issued and may be charged a
replacement cost based on reasonable market value in the form of a deduction from their paycheck if an
item is not returned, lost, or damaged. Upshifters are responsible for taking reasonable precautions to
protect the integrity and security of any company or client materials and equipment, as well as for reporting
any malfunctions or damage to said materials and equipment. All materials and equipment issued by
Upshift and/ or a client must be returned to Upshift upon separation of employment.

CONTACTING UPSHIFT:
The best method for contacting Upshift is messaging our team through the Help Center in the mobile app or
by emailing or texting your Community Management team at the contacts provided to you during
onboarding. While Upshift does not have real time support, we will make every effort to get back to you as
soon as possible. You will generally get a response within one (1) business day.

CONTACT UPSHIFT IF :
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● You will be late or unable to attend your scheduled shift. See the Attendance policy for detailed
guidelines.

● The work delegated to you on-site is different than the posted shift description.
● The on-site working environment appears to be hazardous.
● You become sick or injured while working, or if any other circumstances arise that result in

injury or your inability to complete the shift in its entirety.
● You anticipate being unavailable to pick up shifts for an extended period of time.
● You are requested by the on-site manager to leave your shift substantially earlier or later than

the posted end time.
● You feel as though any of our policies and procedures are being violated by fellow Upshifters.
● You are requested to become a part or full time employee of an Upshift client.

PERSONNEL RECORDS:
It is the responsibility of each employee to keep their payroll and employee records up to date. Use
Paylocity’s self service access to update any change in your name, home, address, telephone number,
emergency contact, marital status, number of dependents, or other relevant personal data. If the
information in your file is not correct, problems can arise concerning your taxes, the person to be notified in
case of an emergency, etc. It is important to keep Upshift up to date on your personal changes. Please note
that your Upshift account is separate from Paylocity. You can update your email and phone number for
Upshift on your own. If you need to change your name on your Upshift account please contact the
Community Management team.

DISCIPLINARY POLICY

Upshift operates on a three (3) strike system that follows a rolling 30 day period (any strike you get expires
after 30 days). Avoiding strikes boils down to working when you say you will, showing up on time, with the
correct uniform, and doing a great job. You will see the basic structure below as well as a sample list of
offenses. Keep in mind, this list isn’t exhaustive and new strikes may be created at Upshift’s discretion. We
reserve the right to assign those strikes and/or update this list accordingly.

Disciplinary action may include verbal warnings, written warnings (which includes emails and text
message/SMS message), or termination. The severity of the corrective action will reflect the nature of the
offense and increasingly severe measures may be taken for more serious or repeated offenses. Serious
offenses will result in immediate termination.

Upshift reserves the right to administer and adapt disciplinary rules and procedures individually based on
its interpretation of the facts of incidents or use immediate termination when such actions may be in the
best interest of Upshift. Nothing herein shall alter the employment “at-will” policy including, but not limited
to, the failure to implement progressive discipline.

Application Control and Access
Shift management  is done through your mobile device or computer. You are responsible for securing
access to your mobile device or computer and ensure that only you are applying to, confirming, and
cancelling shifts. You may not circumvent disciplinary policies by claiming that another individual accessed
your Upshift account since it is your responsibility to secure access.

ATTENDANCE:
We cannot provide a valuable service for our clients if our employees have poor attendance or tardiness.
Your job is important - otherwise it would not exist. You are expected to be punctual and adhere to these
guidelines.
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We have high standards here at Upshift regarding attendance for confirmed shifts and our disciplinary
policy reflects that. It is your responsibility to make sure that you are available for any shift that you have
confirmed. If your availability changes, you must cancel any impacted shifts via the system as soon as
possible. If you cancel the shift more than 24 hours before the shift start time, you will not receive any
disciplinary actions; However, this can affect your reliability rating (outlined on the following page).
Cancelations less than 24 hours before the shift will result in one (1) strike and any No Call, No Shows to a
shift will be grounds for termination as outlined in the Disciplinary Policy.

Strike Policies

STRIKE ACCUMULATIONS IN A 30 DAY PERIOD

1 STRIKE (X) = Warning
2 STRIKES (XX) = 7 day temporary account suspension & removal from all shifts
3 STRIKES (XXX) = Permanent suspension from Upshift

STRIKE AMOUNTS PER OFFENSE

X
o Cancelling a shift within 24 hours of its start time

o Excessive tardiness or a pattern of tardiness to scheduled shifts

o Not having the designated uniform or skill requirements to work a shift

o Asking a company to cancel a job for you to avoid getting a strike

o Earning a rating of three (3) stars or less

o Directly contacting a client without reasonable cause

o Failure to follow time reporting procedures, such as checking in to your scheduled shift as
instructed and outlined in the policy

XX
o Any one (1) strike (except for Cancellation) that occurs on an Upshifter’s first worked shift

XXX
o No Call, No Show

o Cancellation of first ever confirmed shift less than 24 hours beforehand

o Insubordination

o Dereliction of Duty

o Theft

o Falsification, misrepresentation, omission, obfuscation, or alteration of any data, statement,
document, record, or form submitted to or received from Upshift including, but not limited
to, time cards, employment or benefit applications, background checks, work records, etc.

o Reporting to or working while under the influence of drugs or alcohol, or in an otherwise
unfit condition to work in an adequate, acceptable, or safe manner
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o Failure to disclose new criminal convictions or warrants while employed by Upshift

o Flagrant disregard for safety or health, endangering lives or property

o Destruction or defacement of property belonging to or operated upon by Upshift, our
partners, or clients

o Intimidation, fighting, instigating, or participating in a physical or verbal altercation while on
company time or on premises belonging to or operated upon by Upshift, our partners, or
clients

o Possession or use of a weapon while on company time or on premises belonging to or
operated upon by Upshift, our partners, or clients to the extent acceptable under federal,
state, or local law.

It is important for you to remember that, no matter the situation, Upshift is your employer. Whether you are
working on a short or long-term assignment with a client company, you will be expected to adhere to our
policies and procedures. It is not acceptable to contact a client, their headquarters, or other locations
directly to ask about future shifts, discuss payroll or other issues. Doing so may result in disciplinary action,
up to and including termination. Communication must go through your Upshift representative.

We understand that life can get complicated sometimes; this is why the system allows for one (1) strike to
serve as a warning with no disciplinary action. In limited circumstances, strikes incurred can be reviewed
for possible waiver or adjustment by submitting timely, official, and relevant police or medical
documentation pertaining to you or your children/dependents. You may also be asked to sign a HIPAA
release allowing us to speak to your medical provider for clarifying information. With regard to basic <24
hour cancellations, only a police report detailing events beyond your control that prevent you from making it
to a shift or medical documentation authenticating true medical emergencies or certifying your inability to
work a particular shift or day based on a medical restriction meet the qualifying standard for consideration;
documentation provided for a No Call, No Show or other infraction must meet a higher qualifying standard
that will pertain to the specific policy violation.

Strike Appeal
Employees must notify Upshift within 24 hours of the strike being assigned stating their reason for the
appeal. The strikes become final after 24 hours and are no longer eligible for review unless there was a
police or medical emergency for which supporting documentation is submitted. Employees must submit
medical or police documentation within seven (7) days of the strikes being assigned to be eligible for review
unless they were physically incapacitated in which case employees can submit said documentation up to
seven (7) days after becoming incapacitated.

Reliability Rating
Your reliability rating will not be calculated until after you have worked at least five (5) shifts. Your reliability
rating is based on the amount of shifts you have worked successfully, your reviews,  strikes, and any
cancellation of confirmed shifts. Please keep in mind that more recent shifts are weighted more heavily in
your score. We reserve the right to update the parameters used for the reliability rating at any time without
notice.

PAYROLL

The hourly wages for shifts available on Upshift will vary and are determined by our clients based on a
number of factors. Your application for a given opportunity not only indicates interest in working that shift,
but also your acceptance of the wage offered. Your total pay is based on your completed work hours
multiplied by the designated hourly wage.
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SHIFT CANCELLATION:
If a shift you are confirmed to work is ever canceled by the client within 24 hours of its start time, you may
be entitled to 50% of what you would have expected to earn by working that shift. This does not apply to
cases in which the cancellation was due to a performance or disciplinary issue. Additionally, this policy
may not apply to select shifts in which it is generally designated as such in the shift details. Employees are
responsible for reviewing and accepting all applicable policies when selecting and confirming shifts.

PAY PERIODS:
Upshift pays our employees weekly and our work week runs from Monday (12:00 am) through Sunday
evening (11:59 pm). Barring any bank holidays or other factors outside our control, Upshifters are typically
paid the following Friday. This pay schedule, including the typical pay day, may be changed at the sole
discretion of Upshift.

PAY OPTIONS:
Upshift offers two options for receiving your earnings: direct deposit and Global cash card. As part of
your onboarding, you will choose which option you prefer and provide any relevant information necessary
to complete future fund transfers. Upon enrollment for direct deposit, you should allow one full pay period
before expecting your direct deposit to be activated. You must understand that Upshift does not accept
responsibility for any inconsistency of your financial institution’s internal processes.

DEDUCTIONS:
Upshift makes payroll deductions as required by law, including FICA (social security) and federal and state
income tax withholding. Upshift may also make deductions for garnishments as required by law. It is your
responsibility to determine the amount of federal and state income tax withholdings. If there is a change in
your tax status, exemptions, and/ or number of dependents you wish to claim, you should update your
withholding information in Paylocity.

It is Upshift’s policy not to take any improper pay deductions that would be in violation of the Fair Labor
Standards Act, its regulations (specifically Section 541.602(a)), or relevant state law or local ordinance. If at
any point you believe your pay has been improperly deducted, you should report this claim immediately to
the Community Management Team. The complaint will be promptly investigated and the results of the
investigation will be reported to you. If you are unsatisfied with the findings of the investigation, you may
appeal the decision to the CEO. Any Upshifter whose pay is improperly deducted shall be reimbursed for
such improper deduction no later than the next pay period after an investigation reveals that the deduction
was incorrect.

GRATUITY:
The complications, burden, and legal liability surrounding the reporting of cash tips and other gratuity has
led Upshift to eliminate this form of pay from our compensation model. Upshifters are not eligible to take
tips or gratuities on any shifts they work through the platform. If you do take a gratuity, the earnings must be
reported to Upshift and taxed accordingly. It is your responsibility to report such earnings and taking
gratuities in contravenance of Upshift policies may result in disciplinary action up to termination.

EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

WORK/ACTIVITY REQUIREMENTS:
Upshifters have the flexibility to pick up shifts at their own convenience. As an employee on our platform,

you can apply to as many or as few shifts as you like and, in doing so, define when you want to work and
when you don’t. There are no stipulations that you must work a certain number of hours within a given time
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period and you will continue to be an Upshift employee until you tender your resignation or are terminated
from our platform.

AVAILABILITY FOR FUTURE WORK:
After a shift ends, you must report to one of our offices within 24 hours to notify us of the completion of

your assignment, confirm your availability for future work, and request work in person. Failure to report your
availability and desire for future work assignments in this manner shall be interpreted as an
acknowledgement on your part that you are unavailable or unwilling to accept available work offered by
Upshift and may make you ineligible for unemployment benefits.

EMPLOYMENT VERIFICATION:
Instructions for verifying your employment for housing, loan applications, etc. can be found at

www.upshift.work/wageverify

RESIGNATIONS:
If you would like to terminate your employment with Upshift, please communicate this desire via email to

your Community Management Team. We will deactivate your Upshift mobile account by the end of the
following pay period and the date we receive your email will be reflected as your resignation effective date.
Resigned Upshifters may be eligible for rehire, but will be subject to the current rehire practices and
process.

TERMINATIONS:

There may be times where we deem it necessary to close or terminate your account for excessive inactivity
or other reasons and you may or may not be notified regarding this change. In this instance, you may be
considered eligible for rehire, but will be subject to current rehire practices and process. Upshifters who
have been terminated for cause are not eligible for future employment with our company, its parent, or any
subsidiaries.

All separating employees are required to return any property belonging to Upshift, its clients, partners, or
subsidiaries to their local Upshift office by Wednesday at 12pm (Noon) before their final paycheck is issued.
Failure to do so will result in the fair market value of those items being deducted from your final paycheck.
Any confidentiality requirements or agreements you entered into as part of your employment with Upshift
will continue to be valid and enforced after any separations of the employment relationship in accordance
with the agreement and policy.

AT-WILL EMPLOYMENT:
Your employment relationship with Upshift is that of "employment-at-will." This means that you may resign
from employment at any time; and that Upshift also reserves the right to terminate the employment
relationship at any time, with or without notice, for cause or without cause.

No representative of Upshift, other than the CEO, has the authority to enter into any agreement for a
specified period of time, or to make any agreement contrary to the preceding statement regarding at-will
employment. Any such agreement must be by individual agreement, in writing and signed by you and the
CEO. No one has the authority to make any verbal statements of any kind, or at any time, which are legally
binding on Upshift.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY:
It is Upshift’s policy and practice to provide and promote equal employment opportunities for all applicants
and employees. It is the responsibility of all employees to ensure that the concepts of equal employment
opportunity and non-discrimination are understood, abided by, and carried out by everyone.

Upshift hires, trains, promotes, compensates, and administers all employment practices without regard to
race, color, religion, gender identification, creed, sex, national origin, age, mental or physical disability,
pregnancy (or related condition), citizenship status, genetic information, ancestry, sexual orientation,
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veteran status, military status, marital status, order of protection status, or any other protected category as
defined by applicable law. Harassment and/or discrimination of employees, because they are members of
any of these protected groups, is prohibited and will not be tolerated. Upshift will investigate and take
appropriate measures in response to any such incidents which are reported in as confidential manner as
possible. Every good faith effort will be taken by Upshift to fulfill the objectives of this policy. See the
Harassment and Discrimination policy for details regarding reporting incidents and/or concerns.

REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS:
Upshift is committed to providing equal employment opportunities to qualified individuals with disabilities
and, once made aware of their disabilities, will work to find reasonable accommodations that enable
qualified disabled Upshifters to perform the essential functions of the job, provided that the
accommodations do not cause undue hardship to Upshift’s business.

Likewise, Upshift is committed to providing equal employment opportunities to all individuals, regardless of
their religious beliefs and practices or lack thereof. When the required attire for a shift conflicts with an
employee’s religious beliefs or practices, the Upshifter should proactively contact their Community Manager
to see if an accommodation can be made. Because religious beliefs and practices vary, as do job
responsibilities and uniform requirements, exceptions may not always be possible where safety issues or
undue hardship may occur. Your Community Manager will work with you and the client on a case-by-case
basis to determine what accommodations are available.

Upshift respects the needs of nursing mothers who choose to express breast milk during work time. Except
in locations where state regulations supersede federal law, Upshift is committed to working with clients to
allow reasonable time to express milk as well as a private room (not a restroom) or other private space in
proximity to the work area for up to one year following the child’s birth. The Upshifter must provide sufficient
advance notice to the Community Manager of her intent to avail herself of this policy in order to ensure
necessary arrangements can be made. Where provided, normally scheduled break or meal periods should
be utilized to express milk. However, where additional time is required or a standard break is not provided,
the Upshifter should work with her Community Manager to arrange additional unpaid break time, make-up
time, or other reasonable accommodations.

EMPLOYMENT CATEGORY:
Upshifters are designated as part-time, seasonal employees. A part-time employee is one who is hired to
work for an undefined period with a work schedule that may range from zero (0) to thirty-nine (39) hours per
week.

Benefits:
All Upshifters are eligible to enroll in certain benefits following their first paycheck from Upshift. You will
receive an email and a text message after your first payday with enrollment instructions. If you take no
action to waive or enroll you will be enrolled automatically in the Base Medical Plan. Refer to the Summary
Plan Description for detailed information.

OVERTIME CLASSIFICATIONS:
EXEMPT: This is a classification that has been established by the Fair Labor Standards Act, for purposes

of regulating overtime compensation. Exempt employees are employees that are not eligible for
overtime compensation, in accordance with applicable federal and state wage and hour laws.
Positions that are generally exempt are executive, administrative, supervisory, or professional in
nature.

NON-EXEMPT: This is a classification that has been established by the Fair Labor Standards Act, for
purposes of regulating overtime compensation. Non-exempt employees are entitled to overtime
compensation, in accordance with applicable federal and state wage and hour laws.
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Your employment classification may be amended at a later date, in which case you will be notified of any
changes. The above definitions are not to be construed as a guarantee of work hours.

OVERTIME & HOLIDAY PAY:
Upshifter employees are entitled to overtime pay, at a rate of 1.5 times their hourly rate, in correspondence

with the specified pay rate per shift assignment, for hours worked in excess of forty 40 hours within one (1)
week as defined by our workweek. However, overtime hours should only be scheduled and earned via one
(1) client per pay period. You may not schedule/accept more than 40 hours of work within a one (1) week
period if those hours will be worked at more than one (1) client. It is the Upshifter’s responsibility to monitor
hours scheduled and worked within the workweek to adhere to this policy.

Upshifters are not entitled to holiday pay. Holiday pay is only provided when granted by a client and
specified on the shift assignment.

FMLA:
Upshift meets all regulatory requirements for the Family Medical Leave Act of 1993 (“The FMLA”) and time
off is granted under the guidelines of the FMLA. Upshifter employees requesting time off under the FMLA
must make their request in writing as far in advance as possible to allow Upshift sufficient time to process
the request. It is the purpose of this section to comply with the FMLA For more information concerning the
FMLA, or if you have any questions, please see your Community Manager.

Eligible employees may take up to twelve (12) weeks of unpaid family/medical leave within a 12 month
period and be restored to the same or an equivalent position upon their return to work.

To be eligible for family/medical leave, you must have worked for Upshift:

● For at least 12 months
● For at least 1,250 hours in the past 12 months
● At a worksite that has 50 or more employees or one that is located within a 75 mile radius of

another worksite so that the total number of employees within the 75 mile radius is 50 or greater.

Eligible employees may take family/medical leave for any of the following reasons:
● The birth of your child and to care for such child
● The placement of a child with you for adoption or foster care
● To care for a spouse, your child, or parent with a serious health condition
● Because of your own serious health condition which renders you unable to perform the functions of

the position where you are currently assigned.

Any leave due to the birth and care of a child or the placement of a child for adoption or foster care must
be completed within one (1) year of the date of birth or placement of the child.

All time off is unpaid and cannot extend beyond the twelve (12) week leave period.

Where Upshift employs both the husband and wife, they are entitled to a combined total of 12 weeks leave:
(1) for birth, adoption or foster care; or (2) to care for a parent with a serious health condition. Each
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individual is entitled to 12 weeks because of their own serious health condition, without counting leave time
taken by the other spouse.

Leave because of a serious health condition of the employee or the employee's spouse, parent or child
may be taken intermittently (in separate blocks of time due to a single health condition) or on a reduced
leave schedule (reducing the usual number of hours you work per workweek or workday) if medically
necessary. The Company will pay you only for hours worked. In addition, the Company may transfer you to
an available alternative position, which better accommodates your recurring leave.

If your need for family/medical leave is foreseeable, you must give 30 days prior written notice or as much
notice as possible to the Community Manager. If your need for leave is because of a planned medical
treatment, we ask you to attempt to schedule the treatment so as not to unduly disrupt client operations
where you are assigned.

An employee requesting a leave because of their own serious health condition or to care for a covered
relation with a serious health condition is required to provide medical certification from the relevant health
care provider. Medical certification forms can be obtained from the Community Manager. Failure to provide
medical certification is grounds for denial of leave until such certification is provided. Upshift may require
subsequent recertification on a reasonable basis.

The twelve (12) month period in which 12 weeks of leave may be taken will be calculated based on the first
day of the qualifying event.

If you take a leave because of your own serious health condition or to care for a covered relative with a
serious health condition, you must contact your Community Manager on a pre-scheduled basis regarding
the status of the condition and your intention to return to work.

If you take leave because of your own serious health condition, you are required to provide medical
certification that you are able to resume work before you return along with any restrictions included.
Employees failing to submit medical certification will not be permitted to resume work.

Certain highly compensated employees or "key employees" may be denied restoration to their prior or
equivalent position if: (1) the denial is necessary to prevent substantial economic injury to the employer; (2)
the employer has notified the employee of its decision to deny restoration should the leave take place or
continue; (3) and the employee elects not to return to work after being notified of the employer's decision.
Key employees are defined as those employees who are among the highest paid 10 percent of employees
within 75 miles of the worksite.

Self-Disclosure of Convictions:
Upshift is committed to maintaining a safe and secure environment for its employees, partners, and clients.
As part of this commitment, individuals employed by Upshift are required to self-disclose any criminal
convictions that occur at any point throughout this employment relationship. This self-disclosure must occur
within 3 business days of the conviction by completing a Self-Disclosure of Criminal Convictions form.
Upshift employees who fail to disclose criminal convictions or fail to provide accurate details regarding
criminal convictions will be subject to corrective action, up to and including termination.

As part of this process, individuals self-disclosing a criminal conviction must:

● Provide truthful, accurate, and complete information;
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● Consent to a background check provided by a third party vendor by signing the Background Check
Disclosure and Authorization, if necessary; and

● Provide requested information or documentation within timelines specified by the Upshift HR
Representative

A criminal conviction is not necessarily a bar to continued employment with Upshift. Upshift HR will assess
the circumstances surrounding the criminal conviction, time frame, nature, gravity, and relevancy of the
criminal conviction to the job duties and Upshift values and expectations.

BACKGROUND CHECKS:
Some clients of Upshift require that Upshifters complete and pass a background check before being
considered qualified for their work shifts. After applying to one of these companies, you will be contacted
and asked to complete the Background Check Disclosure and Authorization. This process is intended to
help Upshift evaluate whether an individual is eligible for the position or other activities on the platform.
Upshifters are required to accurately disclose all criminal convictions on any documents when this
information is requested. Those who fail to disclose all criminal convictions or fail to provide truthful,
accurate, and complete information regarding criminal convictions may be ineligible for hire for the current
position and may be disciplined, up to and including termination, and prohibited from future employment
consideration.

Criminal convictions disclosed or discovered during this process will be assessed by Upshift HR.
Convictions will be taken into account when reviewing an individual’s criminal history; an arrest or charge
without a conviction in a closed case will not be considered, though open criminal cases may preclude an
individual from eligibility for continued employment. Upshift HR will review circumstances surrounding the
arrest or charge, as well as the time frame, nature, gravity, and relevancy of the alleged offense to Upshift’s
business or other activities. After assessing the background check report, HR will request additional
information or notify you of the results. This may include adding a certification to your profile indicating that
you have passed the background check, communicating that you are ineligible for the requested position
while continuing to be eligible for other positions on the platform, or determining that you have not passed
the background check and will not be assigned the badge or are ineligible for continued employment at
Upshift.

Safety

COMMITMENT TO SAFETY

Upshift Work LLC is committed to providing a safe workplace for all of its employees.

Upshift Work LLCis your employer. As such, we expect your cooperation in helping us and our clients
to provide a safe and healthy work environment for you and your co-workers. Safety is a responsibility
shared by you, Upshift Work LLC and the client companies to which you are assigned.

If we all work together to provide a safe workplace, we will be able to prevent or reduce the number
of workplace injuries and illnesses.

Your attention to safe work practices and adherence to Upshift Work LLC’s and clients’ specific safety
rules reflects your attitude about your assignments and your responsibility to help insure a safe and
healthy workplace for you and your co-workers. Moreover, adherence to these rules is mandatory.
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Part of your safety responsibility is to listen to and participate in any client safety training that is offered on
your assignment. If you are issued Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) on assignment you must use it!
Disregard for safety practices may result in discipline up to and including termination.

SAFETY COMMUNICATION

Upshift Work LLC will keep all employees informed of any health and safety issues via
communication over the phone, in writing, and/or the internet.

You should immediately bring to our attention any safety concerns or questions that you have regarding
any assignment that we send you on. We want to correct any problems as soon as possible. Contact
the Upshift Community Management team.

SAFETY TRAINING
While on assignment, you must participate in any client-sponsored safety training and
procedures. Compliance with Upshift Work LLC’s safety rules and any client-specific safety
rules is mandatory. Failure to comply may result in termination from employment with Upshift
Work LLC.

GENERAL SAFETY RULES AND WORK PRACTICES FOR EMPLOYEES
Upshift Work LLC believes that it is the responsibility of each employee to do all that is possible to
avoid accidents – to themselves and their co-workers. The following rules and safe work practices have
been established to help maintain a safe workplace.

 Report any injury, no matter how minor, to your on-site supervisor. Remember, even minor
cuts or scratches may become infected unless properly cared for.

 Keep your work area clean and neat. Good housekeeping is not only a part of safety, but one of
your job responsibilities.

 Know the locations of exits, fire extinguishers, and emergency and safety procedures.

 Stay clear of any accident scene. Your curiosity could seriously hamper any necessary first
aid or rescue efforts.

 Cooperate with Upshift Work LLC and its client if you have witnessed an accident and are
asked to communicate information about what you saw or heard.

 All employees are urged to make suggestions that will assist in the safe performance of work.

 No employee will knowingly be permitted or required to work with impaired ability or alertness
caused by fatigue or illness if these conditions pose a safety hazard for the employee or
co-workers.

 No employee will knowingly be allowed on the job site while perceived to be under the
influence of drugs or alcohol. This behavior is not only a safety violation, but also a violation of
Upshift Work LLC’s drug-free workplace policy and could result in termination of employment
with Upshift Work LLC.

 Do not attempt to lift heavy objects by yourself (anything over 20 pounds). Ask your job
supervisor to secure whatever help may be required.

 Broken chairs, loose carpeting, missing lights and other equipment needing maintenance may
cause accidents. Report these situations to your supervisor immediately. Know the location of
the first aid kit at your worksite. All first aid kits should be kept current and accessible to all
employees.
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 Know the locations of all fire extinguishers at your worksite. All extinguishers should be properly
stored, unobstructed and easily accessible.

 Immediately clean up any spilled food or liquid. Do not leave perishable food in desk drawers
where it can decay and attract pests.

 Do not use chairs, boxes, tables or drawers for climbing.

 Do not leave valuables on unattended desks.

SAFE WORK PRACTICES FOR THE OFFICE
The office has long been considered one of the safest places in which to work; however, all too many
painful injuries result from failure to observe common safety practices. Some of these rules apply to all
work environments.

The following is a list of safety practices which must be followed while on assignment through Upshift
Work.

 Close all drawers and slides as soon as you are finished using them. File drawers, desk
drawers and slides left partly open can be run into, tearing clothing and causing painful
contusions.

 Open only one file drawer at a time. If more than one drawer is open the file cabinet could
fall over causing serious injury to you or others.

 Keep cords and wires out of traffic areas, as they present tripping hazards.

 Check the furniture and equipment in your area for sharp edges and splinters.

 Do not leave any boxes, equipment, carts or waste baskets where anyone could trip over them
or where they would block exits.

 Keep aisles, exits, window sills and fire exits clear at ALL times. Store materials and
equipment only in their designated locations.

 Never operate electrical appliances near water sources.
 
 If you work at a computer, be sure your workstation is set up ergonomically. Your chair should be

adjusted to a height such that you can use the keyboard with your forearms, wrists and hands in
a position that is parallel to the floor. Be sure that your screen is at a proper height and distance
so that you don’t strain your eyes, neck or shoulders. (See ergonomic info in the Appendix).

COMPUTER HEALTH AND SAFETY TIPS

If you spend four or more hours a day working on a computer, the following guidelines will make your
work more pleasant and less stressful:

 Make yourself comfortable at the computer. Adjust the display screen so it’s about 24 inches
away from you and just below your line of sight.

 At the keyboard, keep your wrists straight and forearms parallel to the floor. Your elbows
should be at right angles.

 Raise or lower your chair so that your knees are bent at right angles and your feet are flat on the
floor.
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 If possible, take a break from keystroking by writing with a pen or pencil.

 Don’t slouch – it makes the tension in your neck and back even worse, and you will
become fatigued even faster.

 Take short breaks to shake out your hands and do a few simple stretches.

EARTHQUAKE SAFETY

It is important that you know what to do during and after an earthquake. The best precaution is to be
prepared.

 Remain calm. DO NOT attempt to evacuate the building unless instructed to do so.

 Get at least 15 feet away from windows, if possible.

 Move toward the center, or core, of the building.

**Core walls are interior walls generally surrounding restrooms, stairwells and elevators. These
are structured with steel reinforced concrete, and have the advantage of increased fire, blast and
fallout protection.

 Find shelter. Take cover under a sturdy desk or table. If you cannot take cover, kneel down
next to a sturdy door frame and brace yourself.

 Cover your head with your arms for protection from head injury.

 Stay away from outer walls, windows, transoms, glass or temporary shelves and
free-standing objects.

 Remain in the “take cover” position until the trembling of the building stops.

 Be prepared for possible earthquake aftershocks.

 Follow the instructions of the floor warden in your building.

 Do not use a landline telephone (unless to report emergency medical situations) for at least
30 minutes after the earthquake.

 Assist any injured people and administer first aid if needed.

 DO NOT attempt to move an unconscious individual; wait for medical help.

FIRE SAFETY

Fires can flash anywhere, anytime – unpredictably. The following rules have been established so that
you will know what to do in an emergency involving fire.

 Keep your work area clean! Do not give fire an easy place to start.

 Know the procedures for reporting fires, and know how to use the fire extinguisher. Be ready
for emergencies.

 Know the location of all fire extinguishers and other emergency equipment in your office.
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 Know your building’s disaster/evacuation plan. Always take place in fire drills so that you will
be prepared in the event of a real fire.

 
 If there is a fire in your work area:

 DON’T PANIC

 Designate one person to call 911 immediately. Pull fire alarms, if available.

 If possible, try to control the spread of the fire – ONLY IF THESE ACTION DO NOT

ENDANGER YOU and don’t interfere with your building’s fire procedures:

Close all nearby doors to isolate the area

Use the hand-held extinguishers. Aim at the base of the fire to try to put it out.  If it is a
trash can fire, put another trash can over it, or another available cover, to

try to smother the fire

If it is an electrical fire, and it is possible to do so safely, disconnect the electrical
power to the source of the fire.

If evacuation from the building becomes necessary, use the stairs, NOT THE
ELEVATORS. Fire can short out the electricity, trapping you inside an inoperable elevator.

Remember: Smoke or a burning smell is also a fire situation. Smoke kills. In serious fires, most people
die from smoke inhalation. If a smoky situation occurs, exit the building using the stairs.
NEVER USE THE ELEVATOR IN THE EVENT OF FIRE.

SAFE WORK PRACTICES FOR THE WAREHOUSE

 Observe the color coding system and the meanings of certain colors used on different
warehouse signage:

RED – Danger, Equipment Emergency Stop Controls, Danger

WHITE, GREEN, BLACK – General Safety Information

YELLOW - Caution

 If Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is issued – USE IT! It is there for your safety.

Lifting

 Don’t lift loads that are too heavy or bulky (over 20 pounds) without assistance. Ask for help,
and/or use mechanical lifting equipment.

 When lifting and moving objects, keep a clear line of sight. Be able to see where you are going.
 

 When lifting something from the floor, squat down close to it. Plant your feet firmly, using your
legs and arms to bear the weight. Keep your back straight.

 As you turn, turn your whole body including your feet. Twisting your back can cause strains.

 If you are required to do a lot of lifting, stretching exercises may be helpful. Check with your
doctor.
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Conveyors

 Use extra caution when using conveyors. Keep hands, fingers and loose clothing clear of pinch
points.

 Report damaged or missing safety guards on an overhead conveyor, or on any other
machine or equipment.

 Do not stand on, ride, cross over or step on a moving conveyor belt.

Hand Trucks

 Push, don’t pull a hand truck. It’s safer and easier on your back.

 Keep your line of sight clear.

 Keep your hands on the inside of the handles for protection against crushing or scraping.

 Use the proper size hand truck or cart to move the load.

 Don’t try to operate powered hand or lift trucks without proper training and permission.

Ladders

 Use the right ladder for the job at hand.

 Move the ladder as close to your target as possible. Reaching more than an arm’s length can
cause the ladder to tip and possibly fall over.

Ask your site supervisor for help to ensure the ladder is stabilized.

Do not use any ladders that elevate you over two feet without railings. If a client asks you to do
so please contact Upshift immediately.

Tools

 Use the right tool for the job and that it’s sized for the work at hand.
 
 Shield sharp blades and tool points.

 Put tools away when they’re not in use. Store them in the right place.

 Make sure all electric tools are properly grounded and/or double insulated, and working properly.

DISASTER PLAN AWARENESS

Follow the disaster plan established by the client company to which you are assigned.
Participate in any client office or building fire or earthquake drills.

Be sure that you have the Community Management team’s contact information so that you can
communicate with them in case of an area-wide disaster.

For your safety, it is important that we  know the whereabouts of all of our employees in the event of a
disaster.
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FIRST AID AND URGENT CARE

No injury is too minor to treat. Each work site should have a well-stocked first aid kit available to all
employees. The American Red Cross and other organizations offer low or no-cost classes in first aid and
CPR.

The following is intended as a guide for emergencies, and is not intended to serve as definitive
medical authority. Upshift Work LLC is not responsible and assumes no liability for any action
undertaken by any employee in utilizing the information contained in this Safety Program guide. If
you do not feel comfortable administering first aid, be sure to phone 911 for help immediately in
an emergency health situation.

Urgent care is first aid given in life-threatening situations. These situations include, among others,
stopped breathing, choking, heart attack/stroke, heavy bleeding, poisoning and shock. If you feel
prepared to do so, do your best to administer urgent first aid and contact professional emergency services
via phoning 911.

If you are alone with a victim, phone 911 immediately and then try to assist the victim. Do not leave
people who need urgent care.

Calling for help:

If the victim isn’t breathing, phone 911 immediately or get someone else to call while you begin rescue
breathing procedures If the victim is in distress, but breathing, phone 911 immediately. Stay with the
victim until help arrives.

What to say:

Give your name and the phone number from which you are calling. Give
he address and any special directions on how to find the victim.

Describe the victim’s condition – conscious/unconscious, breathing or not, bleeding, etc. Describe
what happened if you know, how many are injured, and what help you are able to give.

DO NOT HANG UP. Let the 911 operator end the conversation. S/he may have questions and/or
special information to give you about what to do until help arrives.

RESCUE BREATHING

Be careful when approaching an unconscious person. S/he may be in contact with an electrical current.
If that’s the case, turn off the electricity BEFORE you touch the person.

There are many possible causes of unconsciousness. The first thing to check for is whether the victim
is breathing.

 Try to awaken the person. Tap or gently shake the victim’s shoulder. Talk to the person. If there’s no
response, check for signs of breathing. Have someone call 911 immediately.

1. Be sure the victim is lying flat on his/her back. If you have to, roll the victim over. To avoid possible
neck injury, turn the head with the body as one unit.

2. Loosen any tight clothing that is around the neck and chest.

3. Open the airway:
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If there’s no obvious sign of head or neck injury, place one hand on the victim’s forehead and apply
firm, backward pressure with your palm to tilt the head back.

Place the fingers of your other hand under the bony part of the lower jaw near the chin and lift to
bring the chin forward, thus supporting the jaw and helping to tilt the head back.

Place your ear close to the victim’s mouth. Listen for breathing. Watch for chest and stomach
movement for at least 5 seconds. If breathing is so faint that you are unsure, assume the victim is not
breathing.

4. Give rescue breathing immediately:

Put your hand on the victim’s forehead. While holding the forehead back gently pinch the nose
shut with your fingers.

To open the airway, put your other hand under the victim’s jaw and lift the chin until it points
straight up. Take a deep breath. Open your mouth wide and place it over the victim’s open
mouth. Blow air into the victim until you see his/her chest rise.

Remove your mouth from the victim’s, turn your head to the side and watch the check fall while
listening for air escaping from the victim’s mouth. Give another breath.

If you hear air escaping and see the chest fall, Rescue Breathing is working. Continue
procedure until help arrives.

Check the victim’s pulse. Repeat a single breath every 5 seconds (12 breaths per minute). Wait
for chest deflation after each breath.

IF YOU DO NOT HEAR AIR ESCAPING, THE AIRWAY IS BLOCKED. (See section on
choking).

CHOKING

The universal distress signal for choking is a hand clasped to the throat.

For a choking victim who CAN speak, cough or breathe, do NOT interfere. If the choking
continues without lessening, call for emergency medical help.

For a choking victim who CANNOT speak, cough or breathe, have someone call for emergency medical
help and take the following action:

For a conscious victim:

Stand behind the victim, who can be standing or sitting. Wrap your arms around his/her middle,
just above the navel.

For adults, clasp your hands together in a doubled fist and press in and up in quick thrusts. Be
careful not to exert pressure against the victim’s rib cage with your forearms.

Repeat procedure until the victim is no longer choking or becomes unconscious.

For unconscious victim:
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Place the victim on the floor or ground and give Rescue Breathing. If the victim does not start
breathing and it appears that your air is not going into the victim’s lungs, try giving two more
breaths.

With the victim remaining on his/her back, try giving manual thrusts. To give the thrust on adults,
place one of your hands on top of the other with the heel of the bottom hand in the middle of the
abdomen, slightly above the rib cage. Press into the victim’s abdomen with quick upward thrusts.
Repeat 6 to 10 times if needed. Do not press to either side.

Clear the airway: Hold the victim’s mouth open with one hand using your thumb to depress the
tongue. Make a hook with the index finger of the other hand, and in a gentle sweeping motion
reach into the victim’s throat and feel for a swallowed foreign object which may be blocking the
air passage.

 6 to 10 abdominal thrusts
 Probe in the mouth for foreign objects
 Give two full breaths
 Repeat until successful

ELECTRIC SHOCK

DO NOT touch a person who has been injured by an electrical shock until you are certain that the
electricity has been turned off. Shut off the power at the plug, circuit breaker or fuse box.

DO NOT approach the victim if the ground is wet. In either case, call 911 immediately.

If you can approach the victim safely, check his/her breathing. Open the person’s airway. If after a few
seconds the victim is not breathing, begin Rescue Breathing.

While you wait for emergency professionals to arrive, Keep the victim warm (cover with a blanket,
coat, etc.) and lying down.

DO NOT give the victim anything to eat or drink until s/he is seen by a doctor.

BLEEDING

The best way to control bleeding is with direct pressure over the site of the wound. Do not attempt
to apply a tourniquet yourself; leave that job to a professional.

Wounds/Nosebleeds

Use a pad of sterile gauze, if available. A sanitary pad, clean handkerchief or even your bare hand
will do.

Apply firm, steady direct pressure for 5 to 10 minutes. Most bleeding (not severe) will stop within a
few minutes.

If bleeding is from a foot, hand, leg or arm, use gravity to help slow the flow of blood. If there are no
broken bones, elevate the limb so that it’s above the victim’s heart.
Severe nosebleeds can often be controlled by leaning forward or lying down and applying direct pressure
such as by pinching the nose with the fingers. Apply pressure for 10 minutes without interruption. The
nose may also be packed with cotton to help stem the bleeding.

Head Injuries
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If the victim is bleeding from the ears, it can indicate a skull fracture. Call for emergency help. Let a
professional medical person attend the wound.

Take special care when trying to stop any scalp bleeding when there is a suspected skull fracture.
Bleeding from the scalp can be very heavy even when the injury is not too serious.

Always suspect a neck injury when there is a serious head injury. Keep the neck and head still. Keep
the airway open.

When trying to stop bleeding, don’t press too hard. Be careful when applying pressure over a head
wound so that bone chips from a possible skull fracture will not be pressed into the brain.

DO NOT give the victim any fluids, or drugs, even aspirin. They may mask serious symptoms.

Internal Bleeding

Warning signs of internal bleeding are: coughing or vomiting blood, passing of blood in the urine or
stool, cold and clammy pale skin, rapid weak pulse or dizziness.

Get emergency help immediately. Have the victim lie down and relax. Stay calm and keep the victim
warm.

DO NOT let the victim take any medication or fluids by mouth until medical help arrives.

BROKEN BONES

Call for emergency help, or have someone else call for help immediately.

DO NOT move the victim unless s/he is in immediate danger of another injury.

Check for breathing, bleeding or shock. Shock symptoms include pale or bluish, cold, clammy skin;
rapid, weak pulse, overall weakness, and rapid shallow breathing. Keep the victim calm and
comfortable.

DO NOT try to push a protruding bone back into place. Apply a moist dressing to prevent the bone from
drying out.

DO NOT try to straighten out a fracture. Let a doctor or trained EMT do that. If you must move the victim,
immobilize or stabilize the break as best you can.

REPORTING AN INJURY

If you are injured or suffer from an ailment that is a direct result of working a shift at one of our client sites,
please know we want you to receive our full attention and the most appropriate care without delay. If you
are injured during a shift, notify your field manager or on-site supervisor immediately and contact your local
Upshift office, your designated representative, or Community Management Team as soon as possible and
on the same day as the incident. Failure to immediately report an injury or illness could adversely affect
worker’s compensation benefits. Additionally, failure to provide immediate notification may lead to discipline
for failure to follow safety and reporting procedures.
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LIGHT OR MODIFIED DUTY POLICY

Upshift Work LLC advises all its temporary employees that we have a company policy requiring anyone
reporting a work-related injury to accept a light or modified duty assignment if one is offered to you. Any
such assignment offered will be within the scope of your treating physician’s restrictions. We will work
with your doctor to provide light or modified duty assignments that fit your individual situation.

Your treating physician will be informed of our policy and we will work with him/her to assist you in your
recovery process. Our goal is to get you back to full duty as soon as possible.

If you are temporarily unable to work due to a work-related injury you must check in with your branch
office after each doctor’s visit to update us on your condition. Additionally, Upshift Work LLC will be in
touch with your doctor and our insurance company.

If you have any questions about any of our safety rules, what to do if you are injured, or our modified
duty policy, please call your branch office.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE SAFETY STANDARDS SET FORTH BY Upshift Work LLC
STAFFING SERVICES OR OUR CLIENTS MAY RESULT IN YOUR TERMINATION FROM
EMPLOYMENT. IF THERE IS ANY ASPECT OF YOUR EMPLOYMENT RESPONSIBILITY
THAT YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND, CONTACT THE UPSHIFT COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT TEAM.

Upshift is committed to providing a safe and healthy working environment for all of our Upshifters. Our
commitment includes defining important safety rules, maintaining a safe working environment on all
Upshifter premises, and affording proper insurance coverage. However, safety on the job requires active
participation by Upshifters as well as management. You can help assure your own safety by familiarizing
yourself with our safety manual, performing your job duties in a safe manner, wearing personal protective
equipment when exposed to hazardous materials, and using common sense to protect yourself and fellow
Upshifters from injury.

WORKER’S COMPENSATION:
Upshift maintains worker’s compensation insurance, which is paid for by Upshift Work LLC and supervised
by state law to assure proper care in the event of work-related injury or illness. Worker’s compensation
exists to assist with medical bills and lost wages, resulting from a work-related injury, until you are
physically and mentally able to return to work.

All Upshifters are covered under worker’s compensation insurance. Coverage is immediate, and begins
upon hire.

VIOLENCE:
Upshift is committed to providing a safe, respectful work environment for all our employees, partners, and
clients. Violent actions, threats of violence, or other forms of intimidation spoken or taken by an Upshift
employee towards another Upshifter or anyone partnered with or served by Upshift will not be tolerated.
Violation of this policy may result in immediate termination of employment.

In keeping with the spirit and intent of this policy, Upshift is committed to:

● To investigate and take prompt action, up to and including immediate termination, against any
employee who violates the principles above.

● To take appropriate action when dealing with clients, former employees, or visitors to Upshift
facilities who engage in such behavior. Such action may include notifying the police, or other
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law enforcement personnel, and prosecuting violators of this policy to the maximum extent of
the law.

All employees are responsible for maintaining a work environment that is free from threatening behavior
and violence. Accordingly, each employee has a duty to report any threat, instance of harassment or
offensive conduct, or violent act observed or experienced at work. In addition, any employee who has a
reason to believe that a violent act may be committed on the worksite, or against an individual related to the
business in any way, must promptly report that belief or suspicion to the employee’s designated
representative or Community Management Team. No employee who in no way participated in or instigated
such reported activity, and who in good faith either makes a report or participates in an investigation under
this policy will experience retaliation of any kind.

Any employee who displays a tendency to engage in violent, abusive, or threatening behavior, or who
otherwise engages in behavior that Upshift, in its sole discretion, deems offensive or inappropriate, will be
subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination.

Any employee who applies for or obtains a protective or restraining order against an individual associated
with Upshift or which lists Upshift premises, premises belonging to any of our clients or partners, or
premises upon which any of our clients or partners operate as being protected areas should inform the
Community Management Team immediately. Upshift may require the employee to furnish a copy of the
order. In an effort to maintain a safe work environment, Upshift reserves the right to take action relating to
any relevant details arising from the production of such an order.

ALCOHOL AND CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES:
Alcohol and drug abuse is a serious problem in our society, causing personal grief for afflicted individuals
and significant costs to businesses. Unfortunately, when abuse of such substances affects job
performance, Upshift is also negatively impacted. Our goal is to maintain a drug-free workplace in order to
prevent accidents, injuries, and other problems stemming from abuse of drugs, alcohol, or other controlled
substances.

Unauthorized manufacture, possession, distribution, use, or consumption of alcoholic beverages, illegal
drugs, or other controlled substances is strictly prohibited on company time, premises belonging to or
operated upon by Upshift, their partners or clients, or at any company business or social function.
Disregard for these policies may result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination.

In the event an employee receives a positive result on a drug test given or mandated by Upshift, the
employee may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination.

COVID-19 SAFETY POLICY:
The following COVID-19 Safety Policy is effective immediately and will remain in effect until further notice.
This plan is subject to change with the introduction of additional state, local, and Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) requirements and guidelines. This policy outlines the measures Upshift is actively taking to
mitigate the spread of COVID-19. All employees are required to follow the COVID-19 guidelines as outlined
to sustain a healthy and safe workplace in this unique environment. If you have any health and/or safety
concerns or questions, contact the Community Management team.

Daily Symptom Assessment & Monitoring
Employees are required to conduct a daily self-screening to assess for COVID-19 symptoms, including the
following:
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● Have you felt feverish, had a temperature over 100.4 degrees F, or had any chills in the past 3
days?

● Have you had any known exposure, such as being in contact with anyone suspected to have
COVID-19?

● Are you or any of your house members currently ill or experiencing any of the symptoms below in
the last 14 days?

○ Fever
○ Cough
○ Shortness of breath
○ Wheezing or Fatigue
○ Symptoms may change as we learn more about COVID- you can check here for the most

up to date list of symptoms:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html

Employees who answer “Yes” to any of the questions above or who have a temperature at or above 100.4
degrees should cancel their shift through the app and notify the Community Management team
immediately, at least two hours prior to a scheduled shift. Additionally, employees should contact their
healthcare provider.

Employees must also monitor for potential symptoms during a shift. If an employee develops symptoms
while working a shift, the employee should immediately the shift supervisor and the Community
Management team. The supervisor will arrange for proper cleaning of the work location. Employees who
develop symptoms should self-monitor and contact their healthcare provider.

General Safety Practices

Upshift requires all employees to follow state and local guidelines and requirements regarding COVID-19
protocols. Additionally, Upshifters are expected to adhere to client COVID-19 protocols and requirements.
The following general guidelines should be followed while working a shift:

● Wear a face mask at all times while at work and on Upshift, partners, and client premises.
● Practice social distancing whenever possible by maintaining at least 6 feet between others.
● Practice frequent handwashing or use hand sanitizer, especially after coughing, sneezing, and

touching common equipment.

Quarantine & Return to Work Requirements

Quarantine and return to work requirements vary based on the situation. It is important to proactively
communicate with your Community Management Team to determine the appropriate course of action.
Failure to communicate your status may result in disciplinary action up to and including termination.

● If you have been exposed to someone who tested positive for COVID-19, or are exhibiting
symptoms of COVID-19, you should quarantine for 10 days.

● If you tested positive for COVID-19 and reported symptoms, you should quarantine. In general, you
can to work if when the following conditions are met:

○ At least 10 days have passed since symptom onset, and
○ At least 24 hours has passed since resolution of fever without the use of fever-reducing

medications, and
○ Other symptoms have improved.
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● If you have COVID-19 and never exhibited symptoms, you may return to work 10 days after the
date of their first positive COVID-19 test.

Reporting false symptoms and/ or tests is an egregious act and will result in disciplinary action in
accordance with Upshift’s policy.

HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION

Upshift insists that all employees are treated with dignity, respect, and courtesy. We believe it is your right
to work in an environment that is free from harassment, hostility, and intimidation. Upshift will not tolerate
harassment of Upshift employees by anyone, including any supervisor, co-worker, vendor, client, partner,
contractor, customer, or other regular visitor of Upshift. Any violation of this policy may be considered
grounds for disciplinary action, up to and including termination.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT:
Sexual harassment constitutes discrimination and is illegal under federal, state and local laws. It is defined
as unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a
sexual nature where:

● Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of a
person’s employment;

● Submission to or rejection of such conduct is used as the basis for any employment decisions
affecting such individual; or

● Such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering with an individual’s work
performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive working environment.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 recognizes two types of sexual harassment: a) quid pro quo and b)
hostile work environment. Sexual harassment may include a range of subtle and not-so-subtle behaviors
and may involve individuals of the same or different gender. Examples of this behavior may include, but is
not limited to:

● Uninvited sex-oriented “kidding” or demeaning sexual innuendoes, leers, gestures, teasing.
Sexually explicit or obscene jokes, remarks or questions of a sexual nature;

● Graphic or suggestive comments about an individual’s dress or body;

● Displaying sexually explicit objects, videos, photographs or drawings;

● Unwelcome touching, such as patting, pinching or constant brushing against another’s body; or

● Suggesting or demanding sexual involvement of another employee, whether or not such
suggestion or demand is accompanied by implicit or explicit threats concerning one’s employment
status or similar personal concerns.
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OTHER TYPES OF HARASSMENT:
This category is defined as inappropriate conduct in the workplace, based upon an individual’s real or
perceived inclusion in any of the protected categories listed above, that has the purpose or effect of
interfering with an individual’s work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work
environment.

By way of example, the conduct forbidden by this policy specifically includes, but is not limited to: (a)
epithets, slurs, negative, stereotyping, or intimidating acts that are based on a person’s protected status; or
(b) written or graphic material circulated via physical or electronic means that shows hostility toward a
person or persons because of their protected status.

INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE:
All Upshift employees are responsible for helping assure that we avoid harassment. Any individual who
believes that he or she has been subjected to harassment or discrimination, as prohibited by this policy, or
who has witnessed harassment or discrimination, should submit a complaint to Community Management
Team or any Upshift manager in accordance with the following complaint procedures. If an Upshift manager
receives a complaint of harassment or discrimination directly from an employee, or becomes aware of such
conduct, the complaint shall be immediately reported to Community Management Team.

In addition, Upshift encourages individuals who believe they are being subjected to such conduct to
promptly advise the offender that his or her behavior is unwelcome and to request that it immediately be
discontinued. Often this action alone will resolve the problem. We recognize, however, that an individual
may prefer to pursue the matter through complaint procedures and are committed to support prompt
resolution.

● Any employee wishing to submit a complaint (i.e. the “complainant”) should submit a written
statement to the Community Management team, or alternatively, the CEO, or their designee, in
the event that the Community Management team is the alleged harasser/discriminator. The
written statement should state the specific facts and/or perceived wrongful act (e.g. location,
names, dates, times) to be investigated. All such written statements should be submitted within
thirty (30) days after the incident or act which gives rise to the complaint, unless the time for
submission is extended by the Community Management team, or designee, because the
complainant has shown good cause for such an extension.

● Community Management Team, the CEO, or their designee, shall promptly investigate the
complaint. Confidentiality will be maintained during the investigatory process to the extent
practical and appropriate under the circumstances. All reasonable efforts, including but not
limited to convening a conference with the complainant and/or the accused
harasser/discriminator, to discuss the complaint and the results of the investigation, will be
taken to resolve the matter.

● If the complainant or the accused is not satisfied with the disposition of the investigation,
he/she may submit in writing an appeal to the CEO or their designee who will review the
investigation report and make a final decision. At the CEO’s option, their designee may conduct
further investigation if necessary.

● Reporting harassment, discrimination, retaliation, or participating in an investigation will not
reflect adversely upon an individual’s status or affect future employment. Any employee who
retaliates against another for exercising their rights under this policy shall be subject to
discipline up to and including termination.
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● The right to confidentiality, both of the complainant and of the accused, will be respected
consistent with Upshift’s legal obligations and with the necessity to investigate allegations of
misconduct and to take corrective action when this conduct has occurred.

● If an investigation results in a finding that the complainant falsely accused another of
harassment, discrimination, or retaliation knowingly or in a malicious manner, the complainant
will be subject to appropriate discipline, including the possibility of termination.

● A substantiated charge against an employee will subject the employee to disciplinary action, up
to and including termination. Additionally, Upshift managers who are shown to have had
knowledge that such harassment occurred in their immediate departments or work groups and
took inadequate or no action to eliminate it are similarly subject to disciplinary action.

The filing of a complaint under the procedures described herein shall not limit, extend, replace or delay the
right of any person to file a similar complaint or charge with any appropriate local, state, or federal agency
or court.

Retaliation against an individual for reporting harassment or discrimination or for participating in an
investigation of a claim of harassment or discrimination is a serious violation of this policy and, like
harassment or discrimination itself, will be subject to disciplinary action. Acts of retaliation should be
reported immediately and will be promptly investigated and addressed.

SOCIAL MEDIA AND INTERNET POLICY

Social media is defined as: blogs, collaborative web-based discussion forums including, but not limited to,
LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube, and Twitter, or other forms of online media allowing
for the dissemination of self-expression, self-published or otherwise.

GENERAL GUIDELINES: The following rules and guidelines apply to the use of social media by all Upshift
employees, whether such use is personal or for Upshift, on company time, during breaks or non-work time:

● All Upshifters are prohibited from discussing confidential, work-related matters through social
media channels including customer account information, strategic business plans, customer lists,
financial information, business contracts, and all other proprietary, sensitive, or nonpublic company
information.

● All Upshifters are prohibited from using social media to harass, threaten, libel or slander, malign,
defame or disparage, or discriminate against co-workers, managers, customers, clients, vendors or
suppliers, any organizations associated or doing business with Upshift, Upshift, or any members of
the public, including website visitors who post comments. Upshift’s harassment, equal employment
opportunity, and other applicable policies apply to use of social media.

Upshift employees who utilize social media and choose to identify themselves as an Upshifter recognize
that:

● Upshift employees, are strongly encouraged to state explicitly, clearly, and in a prominent way that
their views are their own and not those of Upshift or of any person or organization affiliated, or
doing business with, Upshift
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● Upshifters cannot use Upshift’s name, logo, trademarks, or the name, logo, or trademarks of any
business partner, client, supplier, vendor, affiliate, or subsidiary without the express permission of
Upshift’s CEO or COO.

● Upshifters cannot post, or disseminate in any way, Upshift copyrighted or confidential information,
or company-issued communication or documents bearing Upshift’s name, trademark, or logo.

● Upshifters cannot take or disseminate photographs of company events, work shifts, other
Upshifters, or employees of our partners or clients.

Mutual Arbitration Agreement

As part of your initial and continued employment, Upshift and its employees agree to be bound by the
mutual arbitration agreement detailed below. Where applicable in the following section, I, and other
personal pronouns, will apply to you, the Upshifter, while Company will refer to Upshift Work LLC.

I expressly acknowledge and agree that, to the fullest extent allowed by law, any controversy, claim or
dispute between me and the Company (and/or any of its parent or holding companies, clients, affiliates,
divisions, owners, shareholders, directors, partners, principals, members, officers, employees, volunteers,
managers, or agents) relating to or arising out of my application for employment, services or work
performed for or on behalf of any client of Company, my employment and/or the cessation of that
employment will be submitted to final and binding arbitration in Cincinnati, Ohio for determination pursuant
to the Federal Arbitration Act and administered by JAMS in accordance with JAMS’ Employment Arbitration
Rules and Procedures (which can be accessed at www.jamsadr.com/rules-employment-arbitration) as the
exclusive remedy for such controversy, claim or dispute. A copy of the JAMS’ Employment Arbitration
Rules in English or Spanish may also be obtained by contacting the Community Management Team.

In any such arbitration, the parties may conduct discovery to the same extent as would be permitted in a
court of law. The arbitrator shall issue a written decision stating the essential findings and conclusions on
which the award is based, and shall have full authority to award all remedies that would be available in
court. Fees related to JAMS, the Arbitrator and the costs of a court reporter shall be split evenly by the
parties. All other costs associated with the arbitration shall be borne by the party incurring the cost. Any
judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction
thereof. I acknowledge and agree that this Agreement shall be enforceable under and subject to the
Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. Sec 1, et seq. I also understand and agree that the Company is engaged
in transactions involving interstate commerce.

This bi-lateral arbitration agreement covers, but is not limited to, claims of unpaid wages, breach of
contract, torts, violation of public policy, discrimination, harassment, or any other employment-related
claims under laws including but not limited to, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans With
Disabilities Act, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, the Equal Pay Act, the Fair Labor Standards
Act, the Family Medical Leave Act, the California Fair Employment and Housing Act, the California Labor
Code, the California Family Rights Act, the Arizona Civil Rights Act, the Colorado Anti-Discrimination Act,
the Florida Civil Human Rights Act, the Georgia Age Discrimination Act, the Georgia Equal Employment for
Persons With Disabilities Code, the Illinois Human Rights Act, Article 49B of the Annotated Code of
Maryland, the Michigan Fair Employment and Practices Act, the Nevada Fair Employment and Practices
Act, the Ohio Fair Employment Practices Law, the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act, the Texas
Employment Discrimination Law, the Virginia Human Rights Act, and any other statutes, laws, or
regulations relating to an employee’s relationship with his/her employer, regardless of whether such dispute
is initiated by the employee or the Company. This Agreement also covers any and all claims that the
Company may have against me, including (but not limited to) claims for misappropriation of Company
property, disclosure of proprietary information or trade secrets, interference with contract, trade libel, gross
negligence, or any other claim for alleged wrongful conduct or breach of the duty of loyalty. This arbitration
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requirement does not apply to claims for workers’ compensation benefits, unemployment claims, benefit
claims that culminate in another arbitration process, claims arising under the National Labor Relations Act,
claims arising under ERISA (29 U.S.C. §§ 1001 et. seq.), any other claims where mandatory arbitration is
prohibited by law, or charges filed with federal or state administrative agencies alleging violations of federal
and state laws prohibiting discrimination, harassment, and retaliation. In addition, nothing in this Agreement
shall prevent the Company or me from applying to courts for provisional remedies.

The Company and I also agree that each may bring and pursue claims against the other only in their
individual capacities, and may not bring, pursue or act as a plaintiff or class member in any purported class
or collective proceeding. The parties agree that the arbitrator will only have authority to resolve individual
claims, and will not have the authority to join claims brought by any other individual or conduct proceedings
on behalf of a class or collective group of individuals. In the event any party attempts to pursue claims on
behalf of a class or a collective action, a court, not the arbitrator, shall determine the arbitrator’s authority
under this Agreement to conduct such proceedings. The parties agree that a court, not an arbitrator, shall
determine whether any claims covered by this Agreement may proceed on a class, representative, or
collective basis. Without limiting the foregoing provisions in any respect, the arbitrator shall decide
procedural issues relating to the arbitration.

The parties further agree that, with respect to claims covered by this Agreement, to the full extent permitted
by law neither party may bring, pursue, or act as a plaintiff or representative in any purported representative
proceeding or action, or otherwise participate in any such representative proceeding or action other than to
pursue the party’s individual claim. In the event any representative claims are determined not to be subject
to the terms of this Agreement as a matter of law, those claims shall be resolved in court but shall be
stayed pending the outcome of the arbitration of the party’s individual claim(s).

BY AGREEING TO THIS BINDING ARBITRATION PROVISION, BOTH I AND THE COMPANY GIVE UP
ALL RIGHTS TO A TRIAL BY JURY. This bi-lateral arbitration agreement is to be construed as broadly as
is permissible under applicable law. The terms of this Agreement control over any prior or subsequent oral
discussions I may or have had with a Company representative about arbitration. In the event that any
provision of this Agreement is held to be void, null or unenforceable, the remaining portions shall remain in
full force and effect.
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I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE READ, UNDERSTAND, AND AGREE TO THE FOREGOING.

UPSHIFT EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK ACKNOWLEDGMENT

“I HAVE RECEIVED AN EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK AND UNDERSTAND THAT I AM PERSONALLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR FOLLOWING THE PERSONNEL POLICIES AT UPSHIFT WORK LLC. I ALSO
UNDERSTAND THAT THIS INFORMATION IS NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS A CONTRACT AND I AM
AN EMPLOYEE AT WILL. I FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THIS HANDBOOK DOES NOT
GUARANTEE MY CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT AT UPSHIFT WORK LLC. I UNDERSTAND THAT I OR
UPSHIFT WORK LLC MAY TERMINATE THE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP AT ANY TIME, AND FOR
ANY REASON. I FURTHER UNDERSTAND THAT THIS EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK MAY BE AMENDED
FROM TIME TO TIME, IN THE SOLE DISCRETION OF UPSHIFT WORK LLC, AND THAT ANY
CHANGES WILL BE REFLECTED IN THE ONLINE VERSION OF THIS DOCUMENT, WHICH I HAVE
ACCESS TO.  I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT MY CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT WITH UPSHIFT WORK LLC IS
AN EXPRESS ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH CHANGES

ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE OR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: THIS AGREEMENT MAY BE EXECUTED IN
ANY NUMBER OF COUNTERPARTS, EACH OF WHICH SHALL BE DEEMED AN ORIGINAL AS
AGAINST ANY PARTY WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS THEREON, AND ALL OF WHICH TOGETHER
SHALL CONSTITUTE ONE AND THE SAME INSTRUMENT. THE PROVISION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC OR
FACSIMILE COPIES, OR ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE, CONFIRMATION OR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF
OR BY A PARTY, SHALL CONSTITUTE AN EFFECTIVE ORIGINAL SIGNATURE OF A PARTY FOR ALL
PURPOSES UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, AND MAY BE USED WITH THE SAME EFFECT AS
MANUALLY SIGNED ORIGINALS OF THIS AGREEMENT FOR ANY PURPOSE.

____________________________________
Upshifter Signature

___________________________
Upshifter Name
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